QUESTIONNAIRE

This book has offered many, many suggestions about strategies for
language learning. One way to pull it all together for yourself would be
to ask yourself the same sort of questions which students who contributed to this book were asked. One of the students who answered the
questionnaire had this to say:
'Actually. after having read through this survey I have re-evaluated myself as
a language learner. I am a passive rather than active learner and am surprised that I have done reasonably well given the minimum effort I have put
in learning ... '

Because of her comment, this book concludes with an amended version
of the original questionnaire, so that you can measure yourself as a
language learner. Many of the amendments come from suggestions
from successful students.

Previous language learning
Which languages have you already studied?
What has learning them taught you about the process of language
learning?

Motivation for learning a language
How many of these reasons motivate you in your learning of this
particular language?
interest
being well qualified to start the course
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future advantage, e.g., work or travel
the importance of this language world-wide
similarities between this language and others you know
it is easy to learn
it is a heritage language
previous knowledge of the culture, country or language
interest in the culture
opportunities to use the language outside class
liking for the sound of the language

Ability with languages
Here are some of the abilities that students mentioned as helpful for
learning languages. How many of them do you have?
a general talent for languages
a good memory
ability with pronunciation (e.g., enjoying imitating accents)
being a fast reader in your own language
competence in writing in your own language
being good at grammar
an outgoing personality
high motivation
basic curiosity about language

Vocabulary learning
These techniques are expanded in the book. How many of them do you
use to improve your vocabulary learning?
I help myself remember new vocabulary by
•
•
•
•
•
•

putting words and definitions on cards
saying the words aloud
tape-recording the words and listening to them
making up sentences to use the new words
memorising textbook sentences using the words
visualising something that reminded me of the new word
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• using memory aids such as rhyming or word-play
• relating the new word to similar words in the new language
• arranging the words on a page in word families

Grammar
Which of these strategies do you use for understanding and usmg
grammar?
•
•
•
•

reciting rules
applying the rules as I made up new sentences
organising the rules in a new way in my own records
writing textbook exercises

Listening
How many of these do you listen to?
videos
tapes provided for you
native speakers

movtes
conversation class
student friends

TV radio songs

Reading
How many of these sources do you read?
textbooks and classwork
words of songs
novels
advertisements

bilingual books
newsletters
letters from penfriends
COmiCS

Writing
How many of these strategies do you use?
ask native speakers to mark your writing
swap and discuss each other's assignments

easy readers
magazines
journals
newspapers
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think in the target language, avoiding translation
sound sentences in your head to hear if they sound right
check spelling with a dictionary
apply rules as much as possible then write as you feel it should be
get it corrected and learn from your mistakes
re-use structures met in class

Speaking
Check your speaking strategies against these reported by students:
Read textbook out loud to gain confidence.
Listen to the radio, tape it, speak along with the native speaker.
Make sentences and read them aloud.
Say phrases aloud and in your head in everyday situations.
Use the language laboratory.
Rehearse first what to say, e.g., word order and agreement.
Record yourself.
Self-talk, e.g., about photographs, repeating colloquial sayings out
loud or in head.
Make up mental conversations while sitting on the bus.
Read something in English and work out how to say it in the other
language.

fURTHER READING

BOOKS FOR LANGUAGE LEARNERS

The following titles could be interesting to you as a language learner:
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McGraw Hill).
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Cambridge University Press).
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Centre for Information of Language Teaching).
Jones, Roger (1991) Languages and How to Master Them (Cambridge:
Allborough Publishing).
Lewis, Marilyn, and Brown, Pascal (eds) (1993) Learners Talk: First-hand
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